Modelling the entire ductile fracture process remains a challenge. On the one hand, continuous damage models succeed in capturing the initial diffuse damage stage but are not able to represent discontinuities or cracks. On the other hand, discontinuous methods, as the cohesive zones, which model the crack propagation behaviour, are suited to represent the localised damaging process. However, they are unable to represent diffuse damage. Moreover, most of the cohesive models do not capture triaxiality effect.
INTRODUCTION
Modelling the fracture of ductile materials with accuracy remains a challenging topic for scientists and engineers. Despite the large number of existing models, no solution is nowadays able to be totally predictive when the whole process is considered. This process starts most often with a diffuse damage evolution due to microscopic defects interaction, followed by a strain localisation stage 5
Non-local continuum damage mechanics
Let B 0 ⊂ R 3 be a structural body in the reference configuration at initial time t = 0, and B be its counterpart in the current configuration at time t > 0. Its boundary surface Γ is divided into a Neumann part Γ N where a surface tractiont is prescribed and a Dirichlet part Γ D where a displacementū is prescribed. These two distinct parts satisfy Γ N ∩ Γ D = ∅ and Γ N ∪ Γ D = Γ.
2.1.1. Kinematic relations During the time evolution of the body B, the motion of a material particle initially at the position X ⊂ B 0 and currently at the position x(t) ⊂ B, is defined by the mapping x(t) = ϕ (X, t). The displacement field is defined by u(t) = x(t) − X. The derivative of the current spatial position in terms of the material configuration, or deformation gradient, is
and the determinant of this matrix J = det (F) is called Jacobian. In a small deformation setting, the Cauchy strain tensor is derived from the displacement field u
Balance relations
The equilibrium equation over the volume B of density ρ reads, in presence of body-force b per unit mass,
with the following boundary conditions:
where n is the outward unit normal to Γ in the current configuration and σ is the Cauchy stress tensor.
Energetic relations
The boundary value problem stated by Eqs. (3)- (4) is completed by a material constitutive law. In a small deformation setting, this law can be expressed as
where Z(τ ) is the vector of internal variables representing all the material history. A thermodynamic potential function (so-called state function) can be associated to each equilibrium state of the system in terms the symmetric strain tensor (t) and of the state variables Z(τ ). For simplicity, an elastic isothermal case in a small deformation setting with isotropic damage model is considered in this work. The (irreversible) material degradation is assumed to be described through a scalar damage variable D which varies monotonically from 0 (undamaged material) to 1, for complete fracture. At this point, the stiffness vanishes and the material is unable to sustain any subsequent load.
If the free (reversible) Helmholtz energy per unit volume inside the damaged material, ρψ, is chosen as this thermodynamic potential, one has in terms of a damage variable and of a quadratic form of elastic strains:
where C D is the positive-definite fourth-order stiffness tensor in terms of the isotropic scalar damage value D. The evolution of this free energy with respect to time reads 
where Y is defined as the damage energy release rate. The variation of dissipated energyφ is constrained by the second thermodynamic principle formulated by the Clausius-Duhem inequalitẏ
in which the first term involves the specific internal work W int . By using the previous Eq. (7), one hasφ
which impliesḊ, Y ≥ 0 and ∂C D ∂D to be a semi-negative definite tensor matrix. The total dissipated power inside the structural volume B is determined bẏ
The evolution of the damage D is governed by the strain history of the material trough a loading function f ≤ 0 that governs the damage growth. In its local form, the loading function depends only on local strain components and history by a function F through:
However, this local form loses its solution uniqueness when softening appears, resulting in spurious localisation and mesh dependency issues. A well-posed problem can be recovered by using the non-local implicit method [10] . The main idea is to replace one internal variable χ ∈ Z (as damage, accumulated plastic strains...) by its non-local counterpartχ ∈Z, which corresponds to a weighted average on neighbouring material points. In other words,χ can be computed bỹ
where V 0 is a characteristic volume around point X, and w ( Y − X ) is the normalised weight function that depends on the distance between both points X and Y only. This function w defines 7 the influence of the neighbouring material points and satisfies
As the integral form of Eq. (12) would be difficult to evaluate for non-regular geometries, it is therefore replaced by a more convenient diffusion-like partial differential equations. Indeed, as detailed in [3] , for specific weight functions, Eq. (12) can be transformed into a differential form associated with a natural boundary condition:
∇χ · n = 0 on Γ .
The local value acts as a source term and l c , the characteristic length of the material, governs the spreading or the averaging volume V 0 of the non-local value.
Adding this boundary value problem to Eq. (3) allows thus restoring the solution uniqueness. Therefore the damage evolution is rewritten in its non-local form in terms of the averaged variable: 
Equations (6) to (16) remain valid for any isothermal isotropic elastic behaviour. In this paper, we consider a linear isotropic elastic law enhanced with an implicit non-local isotropic damage evolution to complete the boundary value problem stated by Eqs. (3)- (4) and (14)- (15) . The constitutive relations are detailed in Section 2.3. Despite the simplicity of the model, this choice is motivated by the large number of studies available in the literature. Moreover, this model was calibrated for short glass-fiber reinforced polymers [60] and allows us to validate the applications in regard to experimental results.
Cohesive band model
Let Γ b be a discontinuity surface dividing the structural volume B into two parts: 
Pioneered by Dugdale and Barenblatt [14, 15] , the cohesive zone model describes the irreversible evolution of attraction forces t b between both separation planes in terms of the crack opening u . In this case, the dissipated energy during the crack opening process corresponds to the fracture energy per unit crack surface G C : where δ c is a critical opening value at which the complete fracture state is reached (i.e. when the attraction forces vanished). The dissipated power is related to the rate of crack surface creationȦ byΦ
Hence, this model is intrinsically surfacic, by opposition to the bulk law which is volumic and depends on a 3D-state. In this paper, the idea exploited is to replace the classical cohesive zone model by a cohesive band one [42] , representative of a thin band surrounding the crack surface. In this way, the underlying model is close to the reality of the failure process. Indeed, after a preliminary diffuse damage stage, all the degradation for ductile materials tends to localise in a thin band, before the appearance of macroscopic cracks and the complete loss of mechanical integrity. Moreover, this method reconstructs a pseudo 3D-state at the interface and harmonises itself with the volumic nature of the bulk law, thus including naturally triaxiality effects.
The displacement field u (X) inside the volume can be conveniently separated as illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) into a smoothed (continuous) part u c (X) and a jump or discontinuous one u (X) according to:
with the Heaviside's function H D (X)
By using the cohesive band model, the discontinuity surface is assumed to be smoothed and smeared through a numerical thin band B b of thickness h b as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Without losing any generality, Γ b is assumed to be locally planar and it corresponds to the mid-plan of the encompassing band B b . The displacement field u (X) is thus rewritten as Figure 2 . (a) Discontinuous displacement field decomposition around the crack surface Γ b0 into a smoothed (continuous) part uc (X) and a jump or discontinuous one u (X) . (b) With the cohesive band approximation, the discontinuous part is smeared through a numerical thin band B b0 . The displacement values at both crack sides, u − and u + , are obtained by respectively u
with the function H B (X) corresponding to a piecewise linear-step:
where X b is a point on the mid plan of the band, on the crack surface. By smearing the jump along the thickness, the displacement field remains continuous inside the band and allows us to define a strain tensor. The band deformation gradient F b is computed by gerivating the band displacement field of Eq. (22), leading to
The band, resulting from strain localisation, is assumed to be very thin regarding to its longitudinal dimensions: the band thickness h b is finite but negligible compared to others structural dimensions. The band deformation gradient F b deduced from Eq. (24) is thus approximated on both sides X ± b accordingly with the chosen DG discretisation (see Section 4) by
where
In this last equation, the displacement discontinuity u (X) is assumed constant along the thickness, i.e
since the normal jump is of limited size with respect to the crack length. For numerical stability reasons, the current jump-enhanced bulk components F N , defined as
are replaced by their counterparts at the crack insertion F Nc , which are related to the deformation gradient at the crack insertion F c in the same way as Eq. (27) . Indeed, using jump-enhanced current components implies a permanent stress equilibrium between the interface and the bulk which is not always the case during dynamic integration. If this balance is not satisfied, the delay in the decrease of the bulk contributions could induce spurious damage growth. In this paper F ± b is thus approximated by
or by using the local basis decomposition,
In this last equation, δ n , δ t , and δ s correspond to effective opening components along the directions of the local basis (n b , t b , s b ) while δ In a similar way as to derive the bulk Cauchy strain tensor (2), its band counterpart b is derived from the band deformation gradient
Afterwards, the stress state σ b inside the band is computed from the constitutive bulk law in its local version since the material in the band has a uniform internal variable state across its thickness. So, by similarity to Eq. (5), one has:
where the damage evolution is described by a local damage model similar to Eq. (11):
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At the crack initiation occurring at time t c , for a deformation gradient F c and a Cauchy strain tensor c , the damage and internal variables are initialised from the material state at cracking onset in order to avoid stress discontinuity and to conserve history continuity. The cohesive traction forces is now recovered by:
By this way, the values of the cohesive forces are dependent on the in-plane stretch components and using the behaviour of that band as a cohesive law allows the triaxiality effects to be introduced during the last stage of failure within a formalism similar to a cohesive zone model.
Implicit non-local damage model for isotropic elasticity
All previous relations are applicable to elastic isothermal material laws with isotropic damage models in a small deformation setting and can be particularised for a specific material behaviour. We assume here linear isotropic elasticity modified to take into account the isotropic damaging process. By considering an isotropic damage model and a constant elastic tensor for linear elasticity, the free energy introduced in Eq. (6) becomes
where C D is replaced by (1 − D) H ijkl , introducing H as the Hooke's tensor of the virgin material.
The partial derivatives of the free energy yield the equations for the Cauchy stress tensor and the energy release rate
by using the concept of effective Cauchy stress tensorσ introduced in [2] . These definitions are compatible with constraints resulting from Eq. (9) as long as D is semi-monotonically increasing, considering the positive definite nature of the Hooke's tensor. The evolution of the damage D, described by Eq. (16), is governed by the strain history of the material through an historical parameter κ. It corresponds to the maximum equivalent strain reached during the material history. The loading function in Eq. (16) reduces to
In this formula,ẽ is a non-local equivalent strain and κ i is the initial threshold, limiting the domain of linear elasticity. The local equivalent strain e is defined as the norm of the positive principal strain components
The non-local equivalent strain field is then obtained by solving the diffusion equation (14) , which is rewritten asẽ where l c plays the role of the characteristic length of damage diffusion extension. The diffusion equation is completed with the natural boundary condition (15) which is rewritten as
In this paper, the damage law is a power-law, depending on two exponents: α and β. The damage evolution is triggered at κ i and failure occurs when the strain reaches the critical value κ c :
By integration, an explicit function of D in terms of κ is available:
After crack insertion, the damage evolution inside the band, described by the local form (32) , is now depending on the local equivalent band strain. The damage growth criterion (36) becomes thus
where e b follows the variation of the local equivalent band strainė b =ė, and is initiated at the crack insertion e b (t c ) =ẽ (t c ). Further details on the σ b computation are given in Appendix B.
ENERGETIC EQUIVALENCE DURING TRANSITION
In the damage to crack transition framework presented in the previous section, a new quantity was introduced: the cohesive band thickness. This variable is not an additional material parameter but this new numerical parameter can be determined from the underlying non-local model to ensure the energetic consistency. To this end, we study in this section the one-dimensional case in order to demonstrate the properties of the cohesive band model. In particular, the relation between the non-local length and the cohesive band thickness is derived to ensure energy consistency during the transition. The results can then be applied to general 3D simulations. Indeed, as the variations in the crack plane are negligible compared to those normal to the crack plane, the problem can be locally reduced to a one-dimensional problem at the crack front as suggested in [38] .
Energy consideration
Several works have studied the equivalences between diffuse damage models and cohesive zone ones. In [38, e.g.] , it has been shown that a cohesive zone can substitute for a non-local damage model as long as the total dissipated energy is conserved.
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Indeed, in a hybrid or coupled scheme, energy can be dissipated, on the one hand through damage or others internal variables evolution inside the volume elements (dΦ vol ) following Eq. (10) or, on the other hand, through the crack opening of a cohesive zone (dΦ surf ) following Eq. (19) . At the end of the process, the total dissipated energy Φ tot,h is the sum of both contributions:
By comparison with a pure non-local model where all energy dissipation Φ tot,nl results from the volume elements (i.e. dΦ vol = 0, dΦ surf = 0), both frameworks (hybrid and pure non-local) are equivalent in an energetic point of view if the dissipated energy in both cases is conserved and corresponds to the physical fracture energy Φ tot,phys . One has thus:
This last equation can be rewritten as
which gives an equation for Φ surf and expresses the fact that the cohesive zone has to dissipate the remaining energy not yet dissipated by the non-local model to ensure an energetic equivalence between both frameworks.
One dimensional problem setting
Let us assume that the body B reduces to a uniform bar of length L and constant section A with prescribed displacements at the extremities (u(0, t) = 0 and u(L, t) =ū L (t)). During the traction test assumed to occur under quasi-static conditions and without body forces, a strain localisation and finally a crack appears at x 0 = L/2, where x is the axial coordinate varying in [0, L].
3.2.1. Non-local problem Due to the geometry, the Cauchy stress tensor reduces to σ xx = σ with all the others components vanishing. The equilibrium equations (3) enforce a constant stress value σ along the bar and the Hooke's law becomes
where E is the Young's modulus, and Eq. (2) is rewritten as
This strain is linked to the boundary conditions by a compatibility equation: The non-local problem presented by Eqs. (38) and (39) reduces tõ
For a uni-axial traction, the equivalent strain e(x) corresponds to (x). This differential problem is equivalent to Eq. (12) with the Green functions W (x, y) used as weigth functions, leading toẽ
For the one-dimensional bar problem, the corresponding Green functions [3] read
with W BC (x, y) depending on the boundary conditions
Finally, the damage evolution is computed from Eq. (41) with the damage growth criterion (36) and
Using Eqs. (34) , (46) and considering a uniform value of σ along the bar, the increment of the internal work dW int and the free energy Ψ vol stored in the system are written as
and the dissipated energy inside the bar can be obtained as follows
3.2.2. Cohesive band model When a crack is inserted, a discontinuity u in the displacement field is introduced at the centre of the localisation zone. The damaging process concentrates inside the cohesive zone while the remaining part of the bar is elastically unloaded. Thus the compatibility condition becomes:ū
During this process, the damage is only increasing at the crack surface in a local way as expressed by Eq. (11) and depends on the band strain. The band strain is obtained by applying Eq. (29) in the 15 case of a monotonically increasing jump:
where c is the strain value at crack initiation. The bulk material is then elastically unloaded whilst the damage distribution in the volume remain constant and equal to the damage distribution D c (x) reached at the insertion of the cohesive band. The equilibrium equation thus reads
Following a similar approach than in [35] , the free energy associated with the crack surface in a one-dimensional setting is assumed to be stated under the form Ψ surf = Ψ surf ( u ; Z), or in other words, to be dependent on the jump and some internal variables Z. If the material unloading is linear elastic, the closing of the cohesive band follows the same non-dissipative behaviour. The free energy reduces thus to
and, using the work done by the cohesive force dW surf = Aσd u , the energy dissipation is equal to
Semi-analytical resolution of the localisation problem
The equations for both cases (non-local and hybrid framework) have been simplified in the previous paragraphs to a one-dimensional case. Such a system of equations has been solved in [35] using a cohesive zone model (instead of a cohesive band model) by assuming that the transition occurs at a damage value close to one. In this paper, a more general solving strategy is developed in order to extract the cohesive band behaviour and to deduce an appropriate band thickness value.
Non-local problem
The problem considers as unknowns the strain field, which is discretized and represented by its n discrete values. From the discrete strain field i , i = 1, ..., n, the non-local strain is computed by using the convolution of Eq. (50) and therefore the damage field and the stress field σ i are obtained from Eq. (41) and Eq. (46), respectively. As unstable branches can appear, the equations are formulated to involve an arc-length method [61, 62] to be able to capture snap-back behaviour. Concretely, an additional unknown, a loading parameter λ, is added, bringing the total number of unknowns to n + 1. The system of n + 1 equations can be rewritten under a residual form r i , λ as
where the first n − 1 equations correspond to the static equilibrium, the next one to the compatibly equation, and the last one is introduced by the arc-length method to control the loading variation. In this last equation, ϑ is a numerical scaling parameter,v is a characteristic displacementv =ū L /λ which is associated with the loading parameter λ, and ∆l is the arc-length. In the last equation, ∆ j and ∆λ correspond to the increments respectively of the j th discrete strain value and of the loading parameter between two consecutive steps. The integral in (60) is computed using the trapezoidal rule.
A predictor-corrector scheme with an iterative Newton-Raphson procedure is applied to solve the system, with the tangent matrix K al of the problem reading
wherein the partial derivatives are computed by perturbation. As two possible solutions, namely elastic unloading or damage increase, always exist, the last one is promoted by the predictor that gives the guess state of the first iteration. Once the system has converged, the arc-length value ∆l is adapted in terms of the number of iterations needed to converge.
Crack insertion
After crack insertion, the system is modified to take into account the discontinuity and the linear elastic unloading of the structure. As the bulk behaviour is now linear (linear elastic unloading), the problem reduces to only two unknowns: the total bulk displacement L 0 (x)dx and the crack opening u . After transition, the jump, initially zero, is increased at each step and the corresponding cohesive band strain, damage, and stress are computed using Eqs. (56), (41) and (57), repectively. Knowing the axial stress, the bulk state can be deduced from its stiffness as it behaves linearly with respect to the stress.
Band thickness computation and relation with the damage process zone
As both cases (non-local and hybrid framework) can now be solved, we are able to compare both model dissipations, to characterise the behaviour of the cohesive band model, and to compute the energetically-consistent value of the band thickness. As a numerical example, the material properties are assimilated to short glass-fiber-reinforced polypropylene (short-GFRP) [60] . In this case, the Young's modulus E has a value of 3.2 GPa. The damage law (40) parameters are κ i = 0.011, κ c = 0.5, α = 5.0, and β = 0.75. Figure 3 (a) shows the stress response in absence of strain localisation effect, or in other words, with a uniform strain value. By derivating Eq. (46), the damage value D soft at which strain softening regime begins is given by
In order to trigger the localisation, a defect at the middle of the bar has been introduced in a similar way as in [63] by weakening by 1% the Young's modulus E on 1% of the bar length (at the bar center). during the softening, a localisation zone develops around the defect, in which the damage grows, while other parts of the bar are elastically unloaded.
In the following analyses, the bar is taken of unitary length, L = 1m, and the non-local length is taken equal to 0.05L.
Influence of the band thickness h b
Now, we introduce a discontinuity once a critical damage value D c is reached. To have meaningful results, this value has to be high enough above D soft in order to be in the strain softening regime. Here, D c is taken equal to 0.8. At this point, 40% of the total fracture energy in the reference non-local case, Φ tot,nl , has already been dissipated (this value corresponds to Φ vol in Eq. (43)) and a cohesive band is introduced. Figure 4 (a) illustrates the effect of the band thickness on the stress response. By analogy to a classical cohesive zone, equivalent traction-separation laws can be extracted for comparison as shown in Fig. 4 (b). One can see that a decreasing value of h b leads to a more brittle behaviour of the bar. When h b tends to 0, the cohesive band is almost perfectly brittle. The corresponding dissipated energy Φ tot,h is plotted in Fig.  5 (a) and shows a linear dependency to h b . In particular, the contribution of the cohesive band to the dissipation vanishes for a vanishing band thickness. For this given critical damage value (D c = 0.8), the conservation of the total dissipated energy (Φ tot,h (h b ) = Φ tot,nl ) is obtained for h b = 5.4l c .
3.4.2.
Influence of the non-local length on the band thickness As the non-local length is directly related to the spreading of damage, the dissipated energy increases linearly with l c as long as there is no boundary effects, or in other words, as long as the damage process zone is much smaller than the bar length. The dissipated energy shown in Fig. 5(b) is conserved if the ratio h b /l c is kept constant for small values of l c /L.
3.4.3.
Influence of the critical damage on the band thickness The fracture energy which remains to be dissipated by a cohesive model G 18 J. LECLERC ET AL. D c here is governed by the localisation onset, occurring practically at the uniform damage value observed far from the crack tip (here at D = 0.62), which is slightly higher than the theoretical (and minimal) value D soft = 0.52. This offset is due to the localisation latency and can be reduced if the ratio l c /L is lowered. For moderate values of critical damage transition point, h b is constant. Then, as D c tends to one, the corresponding value of h b starts growing rapidly. This unphysical behaviour can be explained by the involved non-local model: high strains values at the centre produces spurious damage diffusion and energy dissipation. This issue can be addressed by using a variable characteristic length as in [9] . α, the error in the energy due to the insertion of the CBM is within 2% for α ∈ [3.5; 8]. This range of α ensures that localisation has occured at the crack insertion. For lower values of α crack insertion occurs before localisation regime, leading to a higher error on the dissipated energy. For the second parameter, the relative error on the dissipated energy is under 3% for κ i ∈ [0.005; 0.018].
As D soft increases with smaller κ i , a higher error is expected for such values (9.6% for κ i = 0.001 for which the corresponding D soft is equal to 0.927). Therefore, as long as the CBM is inserted during the localisation regime, the band thickness is independent of the damage model parameters as those effects are already included in the computation of the cohesive response by reusing the same constitutive relations.
3.4.5. Determination of the cohesive band thickness summary In this subsection we have studied the effect of the cohesive band thickness of the hybrid CDM/CBM framework on the failure of a one-dimensional bar under tension. It has been shown in Fig. 4 that increasing the numerical band thickness h b results in increasing the ductility of the material since the energy dissipated by the model increases, see Fig. 5 (a). However in order to avoid, on the one hand, the introduction of a new parameter, and, on the other hand, a method that would be sensitive to the point at which the damage to crack transition occurs, we have ensured energy consistency of the hybrid CDM/CBM with a pure non-local model, i.e. without crack insertion. Indeed, it has been shown that for the damage law (40) , by selecting h b = 5.4l c , the hybrid CDM/CBM framework dissipates the same amount of energy than the pure non-local model for different values of the non-local length l c , for different points of the crack insertion, and for different possible parameters of the damage law. The numerical band thickness h b is thus directly related to the non-local length l c and is no longer a model parameter. However, the non-local length l c remains a model parameter that affects the softening response. Moreover, if another damage model is used, the numerical band thickness h b should be evaluated again in order to ensure energy consistency.
DISCONTINUOUS GARLERKIN FRAMEWORK AND FINITE ELEMENT DISCRETISATION
In this section, the implementation of the hybrid energetically-consistent CDM/CBM scheme inside a Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) framework is detailed. In particular, the weak form is developed from the strong form, leading to interface terms related to the DG formalism. Then, based on a finite element discretisation, a differential set of equations is obtained and integrated with an implicit or a coupled implicit-explicit scheme. The numerical properties of this scheme are also summarised.
Discontinuous Galerkin framework
The discontinuous Galerkin method is designed to solve various kinds of partial differential equations. Similarly to classical continuous Galerkin finite element methods, the geometry is also approached by polyhedral elements. Inside them, the interpolated field is approximated by nodal shape polynomial functions associated to each node. However, the support of a node is limited to the element to which it belongs. While the intra-element continuity is warranted by the shape functions, the inter-element continuity is therefore not strongly, but weakly, ensured by consistency and penalty terms introduced by the DG formalism. The inherent presence of interface discontinuities allows then naturally initiating and propagating a large number of cracks simultaneously without numerical problems by just switching the DG terms by the cohesive law. Despite the increase of the system size due to the formalism, the high scalability of the method mitigates this drawback. Indeed, the decoupling between elements eases parallel implementation. The following lines explain how the non-local DG formalism developed in [35] is extended to the hybrid CDM/CBM scheme.
Strong form of equations
The evolution of the body B, determined by the field (u,ẽ) through time, is assessed by the set of partial differential equations (3) and (38) 
For the cracked parts, the interface traction t b between both crack lips is determined by
which express that the traction forces are computed from the cohesive band model (33 
In a discontinuous Galerkin approach, an element-wise continuous polynomial approximation of (u,ẽ) is sought. Consequently, the trial functions (w u , wẽ) are also continuous inside the elements and discontinuous across them, i.e. (w u , wẽ) ∈ C 0 (B e ) but (w u , wẽ) / ∈ C 0 (B). The weak form is obtained by multiplying the differential equations by the trial functions and by performing an integration bt parts over each element. Indeed, as discontinuities are present inside the body, the integration has to be performed element-wise, resulting in the emergence of supplementary terms, so-called consistency terms, on the interfaces in comparison with classical continuous Galerkin methods. One thus has [35] 
wẽedV.
Compatibility equations u + − u − = 0 andẽ + −ẽ − = 0 are weakly added to the formulation (65) in order to enforce weakly the inter-element continuity on Γ UI and the stability of the system: the so-called symmetrisation and stability terms are added at the element interfaces. The first one ensures an optimal convergence rate with respect to the mesh size in the case of uncracked bodies while the second one ensures the stability throught a sufficiently high quadratic penalty term. Introducing h s as the mesh characteristic size (this is not the mesh size l mesh since h s depends on the polynomial approximation) and β s the penalty parameter, the weak form (65) is reformulated as finding the field (u,ẽ) such that 22 J. LECLERC ET AL.
is satisfied for ∀ (w u , wẽ) kinematically admissible.
4.1.3. Finite element discretisation Now, the finite element discretisation is derived from the weak form (66) . The displacement field u (X) and the non-local effective strainẽ (X) are interpolated by the same nodal shape functions, as well as their respective trial functions in the volume element B e :
and
where N a (X) are the shape functions evaluated at node a, and N n the number of nodes per volume elements. The unknowns are gathered inside nodal vectors q a = (u a ) Tẽa T associated with each node a, and inside a global vector q = u TẽT T for all the unknowns of the mesh. Applying the discrete fields (67) to the weak form (66) , and taking into account the inter-element discontinuities, we obtain this following set of differential equations
with the following initial conditions
wherev a 0 is the nodal vector of initial velocities. In the system (68), M corresponds to the discretised mass matrix; the vectors f u int , f u I , and f ext state respectively for the internal, interface, and external forces related to the displacement field, and the vectors fẽ int , f e int , and fẽ I state respectively for the non-local internal, local internal, and interface forces related to the non-local field. The expressions, development, and computation of these vectors can be found in Appendix C.
The numerical properties connected to spatial discretisation of the presented framework inherit from those of the interior penalty formulation for elliptic problems [64] , as discussed in [35] . During crack propagation, the dissipated energy and the crack path converge for unstructured meshes as the cohesive band model can be assimilated to an extrinsic cohesive zone, for which such a property 23 has been shown [65] . As large systems need to be solved, the presented framework is implemented in parallel inside Gmsh [66] using the scalable face-based ghost element implementation, detailed in [30] .
4.1.4. Damage to crack transition Inside this DG framework, both cracked and uncracked interface terms are integrated through the interface elements Γ s , present from the beginning and inserted between each volume element. Once the criterion of crack initiation is reached at a Gauss point on Γ UI , this one is thereafter associated to Γ CI and the DG terms are replaced by the cohesive one.
Since only the term computation is modified at crack insertion, topology or mesh modification are avoided, which makes the implementation computationally efficient. The damage is not directly used as a crack insertion criterion: it is based on the norm of the effective traction forces at the interface [30] . This criterion avoids simultaneous crack insertion around an element of quasi-constant damage value and adds a directional component. Practically, switch occurs if
where • states for the norm, t = σ · n b for the surface traction,σ c for the critical effective stress value, and β c for the ratio between opening mode I and mode II. Practically, this parameter is set as the ratio between fracture toughness of mode I and mode II. A scattering is applied onσ c for explicit simulations in order to capture crack propagation as proposed by [67] . During crack propagation, once the majority of the Gauss points of an interface element have switched to the cohesive band model, the CBM is also introduced on the remaing Gauss points of that interface element although Eq. (70) is not satisfied yet. By this way, spurious rotation of elements around one point/line is avoided. Once an interface element is completely opened, damage evolution is blocked inside the neighbouring bulk elements as they should be elastically unloaded. Moreover, the bulk local equivalent strain evolution, e of Eq. (38) , is limited to the maximal value it ever reached in order to avoid spurious damage spread and crack insertion around the element, but also to force elastic unloading. In case of crack closing and penetration, a normal quadratic penalty force is added. This form is preferred to a linear one in order to avoid tangent discontinuities and improve convergence.
Numerical time integration
The set of differential equations (68) has to be integrated. On the one hand, under quasi-static loading assumption, it can be integrated in a fully coupled iterative procedure as detailed in Section 4.2.1. On the other hand, under dynamic loading a coupled explicit-implicit scheme, as explained in Section 4.2.2, can be used.
Implicit integration scheme
Under the assumption of quasi-static loading (i.e. if inertia effects are negligible), the inertia or acceleration force term Mü in the set of differential equations (68) can be neglected. The time has therefore only a role of chronological ordering and the system is integrated in an incremental way. An iterative Newton-Raphson procedure is used to compute the equilibrium state at each discrete time step t n . The system (68) is rewritten in the residual form
where r q k (t n ) , t n corresponds to the force unbalance at time step t n and q k (t n ) correponds to the field value at iteration k. The Newton-Raphson linearisation reads
Or, again using the residual form (71),
and,
in which the matrices K ... are the contributions to the stiffness matrix. Their expressions are reported in Appendix D. The system (73)-(74) can then be rewritten as
and its resolution for δq gives the new guess q k+1 = q k + δq at the end of the iteration k. This
Newton-Raphson procedure has to be repeated until the convergence is reached. To ensure a wellconditioned system, a ratio is applied between the force equilibrium and the non-local system. The main advantage of the fully coupled implicit solving is that it is unconditionally stable. However, implicit iterations are time-consuming. Convergence needs small time steps and cannot always be reached, especially in case of local snap-backs, unstable crack propagations, or in the case of the arising of new rigid body modes.
Coupled explicit-implicit integration scheme
The first set of equations in the system (68) can be integrated with an explicit integration scheme. The Hulbert-Chung [68] time integration scheme 25 is considered here because of its second-order accuracy and its controlled numerical damping. From the solution at time t n , the solution at the next time step t n+1 = t n + ∆t is obtained bÿ
, and
with the parameters α M , β M and γ M depending on the sought numerical dissipation [68] .
As there is no mass matrix associated to the non-local equation, the remaining system has to be solved implicitly. By linearising the non-local equation (68) around the state q i obtained at a given iteration i, one has in terms of the non-local increment δẽ:
The expressions for these stiffness matrices can be found in Appendix D. Taking advantage of the unconditional stability of the implicit resolution of the non-local equations, these equations are solved every 100 to 1000 time steps to avoid computational over-costs. The main advantages of this weakly coupled scheme are its low-cost of step computation and the lower restrictions due to convergence problem. However, a stability criterion on the time step has to be respected to ensure method stability. Indeed, the explicit time integration of the first set of equations in Eq. (68) using the Hulbert-Chung algorithm is conditionally stable. The time step ∆t is bounded to satisfy a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition. The stability criterion depends on the spatial DG-discretisation mesh size h s , the sound speed c s , the stability parameter β s , and the stability non-dimensional frequency of the time integration method Ω s ≤ 2 [68] . The CFL-condition reads ∆t < hsΩs 2cs √ βs [26] .
NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS AND TRIAXIALITY EFFECTS
In this section, the numerical properties of the developed non-local damage/cohesive band model (CDM/CBM) transition are investigated through numerical examples. In particular, the impact of the triaxiality effect is studied. During this section, the numerical prediction of the hybrid CDM/CBM are compared with the non-local scheme without crack insertion (N-L), and with an hybrid scheme involving a (classical) cohesive zone model (CDM/CZM) as developed in [35] . When available, the numerical predictions are compared with phase field results or validated with experimental results from the literature. 
Slit plate
At first, the CDM/CBM is applied on a simple 2D slit specimen. After having verified the mesh insensitivity, the specimen is submitted to various loading ratio coefficients in order to show the sensibility of the method to triaxiality effects contrarily to the CDM/CZM model. The 2D specimen consists in a square plate of length W = 40 mm. A thin elliptical hole of major radius a/2 = 6 mm and minor one a/20 is introduced at its center. The plate is under plane strain condition along its thickness t. The geometry is illustrated in Fig. 8(a) . The plate is loaded by applying a forceF y on the top boundary and a forceF x = kF y on the right boundary. The plate edges are constrained to stay straight while the ratio k between the vertical and horizontal force is kept constant during each test. By varying the proportion between the vertical and horizontal loading conditions, the stress triaxiality T (ratio trσ 3σ vm between the pressure and equivalent von Mises stress σ vm ) inside the system evolves. The plate is uniformly meshed with 7058 6-node triangles of 0.8 mm mean size (unless otherwise mentioned) as shown in Fig. 8(b) . These elements involve quadratic shape functions for the displacement and the non-local field discretisations. The system is solved using the implicit scheme detailed in Section 4.2.1 completed by a path following method in order to capture a possible snap-back. The material behaviour is assimilated to an isotropic non-local damage linear elastic model, combined with a cohesive band model as described in Section 2.3 or with a cohesive zone as in [35] for the sake of comparison. The material parameters are reported in Table I [60, 35] . The damage to crack transition parameters for the hybrid CDM/CBM and CDM/CZM are listed in Table  II . The damage to crack transition is triggered by an effective critical stressσ c , which is identical for both hybrid frameworks. An approximate corresponding value † of damage D c at which transition occurs can be obtained by comparison with the one-dimensional case. The effective critical stresŝ σ c is here chosen to insert crack at a damage values around 0.75 for a uniaxial loading, in order to highlight the differences between the three models. The fracture energy G c of the cohesive zone model, corresponding to the remaining energy needed to be dissipated after crack transition, is extracted from the one-dimensional simulation as shown in Fig. 6(a) . The values used here are slightly higher than the corresponding ones in [35] because the non-local length is constant whistle it was variable in [35] . For the cohesive band model, only the band thickness is required and has been computed in Section 3.
Mesh insensitivity
The mesh insensitivity of the CDM/CBM framework is here investigated. The force-displacement curves and the total dissipated energy are compared for different mesh sizes. The involved simulations have constrained crack paths along the symmetry planes in order to focus on the cohesive band effect only since other framework features are mesh-independent. Indeed, because a non-local model is used, no mesh-dependency is expected during the softening before crack insertion [10] , providing that the mesh size is sufficiently small in regards to the characteristic length. Moreover, the crack path should converge for extrinsic cohesive zone [65] during the crack propagation.
The problem is simulated with the 3 different meshes shown in Fig. 9 . The vertical loading force evolutions in terms of the vertical displacementū y and for a loading ratio k = 0 are shown in Fig. 10(a) for the different mesh sizes. The three curves are similar, although unloading-loading cycles are observed at crack insertion due to the combination of damage freezing around cracked interfaces and the use of the path-following method. The depth of those cycles is more pronounced with increasing mesh size. Moreover, a larger mesh size delays the crack insertion since the stress at the crack tip is lower at the first Gauss point. The total dissipated energy in terms of the mesh size is represented in Fig. 10 (b) and no signifiant variation is observed with respect with the mesh size. The difference results from the numerical approximations (loading increments). After initiation, the cracks propagate near the median line of the plate for both hybrid frameworks while strains and damage continue to grow for simulations involving the non-local model only. The final damage distributions at material failure (when the vertical force drops to 0) are presented in the deformed configurations in Fig. 12(a) to 12(i) . Globally, for a given numerical model, failure damage fields tend to be more spread for smaller values of k. For the non-local model, high damage values spread around the fictitious crack surface due to the highly stretched elements while damage evolution is stopped behind the crack tip with the hybrid frameworks. For a given value of k, the final crack opening is higher with the cohesive band model than with the cohesive zone, which expresses a less brittle behaviour for the band model. The evolutions of the vertical loading forces F y in terms of the vertical displacementsū y are reported in Fig. 13(a) , 13(c), and 13(e) for the three frameworks. Increasing k tends globally to rise the peak stress value but to decrease the displacement value at which this peak is reached. When comparing the models, no difference is observable before crack insertion as expected. During crack propagation, the CDM/CZM exhibits a more brittle behaviour than the hybrid CDM/CBM and than the non-local model. This is explained by the fact that CDM/CZM does not account for the triaxiality induces by the out-of-plane plane strain state and by the loading ratio k. The maximal stress value reached is higher for the non-local model than for the CDM/CBM but this is balanced by a longer response tail with the CBM. This longer tail results in a larger crack opening at failure than with the pure non-local model. This could be avoided by considering a different damage evolution law in the CBM after shift has occured, but this is out of the scope of this paper.
Study of the triaxiality effects
The corresponding dissipated energy evolutions are shown in Fig. 13 non-local model than the prediction of the CDM/CZM until the sample is totally cracked. Despite the two dissipation rates differ, the final total amount of dissipated energy are coherent between the non-local model and the CDM/CBM for the different triaxiality states. The CDM/CBM differ from the non-local model by maximum 5%; this difference can be partially explained by the non-straight crack pattern which increases the crack surface and thus the dissipation. Besides, the more brittle behaviour of CDM/CZM previously mentioned reflects that the CDM/CZM is unable to dissipate the correct amount of energy, resulting in one order of magnitude higher in the error for all tests (i.e. around 30%). This is explained by the inability of the CZM to incorporate stress triaxiality effects since the fracture energy of the cohesive zone is fixed in advance (here, calibrated on a one-dimensional uniaxial tension). Moreover, the crack criterion is based on an effective stress. Therefore, the damage value at crack insertion is not guaranteed. To overcome these problems, the CZM could be calibrated for each specific case, which is avoided by the CDM/CBM. Indeed, the cohesive band thickness does not depend on damage insertion value. Nevertheless, this approach would not account for the variation of stress triaxiality state during the sample loading, whistle the CDM/CBM framework includes those triaxiality effects and therefore is able to follow the variation of dissipated energy. 
Non-local only
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Single edge notched specimens
The hybrid CDM/CBM framework is now compared to the phase field framework applied to brittle fracture [11, e.g.] . To this end, the single edge notched specimens studied in [59, 12] are considered under tensile and shear loading conditions.
Material parameters
The elastic material properties reported in [59, 12] are a Young's modulus E = 210.0 GPa and a Poisson ratio ν = 0.3. The critical energy release rate is G c = 2700 J/m 2 and the length scale associated to the phase field results is l pf = 15 × 10 −3 mm. The plane strain state is assumed. First, the material parameters of the underlying non-local damage model of the hybrid CDM/CBM framework have to be calibrated with respect to the brittle behaviour studied in [59, 12] . In particular, the non-local length, the damage model, and the crack insertion properties have to be determined. The elastic properties are taken as such, see Table III . The damage model is parametrised in order to fit the one-dimensional homogeneous response related to the phase field 33 approach, see the discussion in [12] , and in particular the peak stress σ 
To this end, the power damage law (41) is still used and the value of the exponent β is fixed to a small value while a high value of α is chosen in order to ensure a fast stress decrease followed by a long tail, which characterise the one-dimensional homogeneous phase field response. The two remaining parameters κ i and κ c are then computed in order to ensure that the stress peak is close to the values given by (79). The chosen material damage parameters are summarised in Table III and the corresponding stress-strain response is compared to the one-dimensional homogeneous phase field response in Fig. 14(a) . The non-local length is now calibrated using the previously described one-dimensional simulations with localisation, see Section 3, with the aim of recovering the same fracture energy G c after localisation than the phase field model input. The resulting non-local length is evaluated to be l c = 16.5 × 10 −3 mm. The corresponding one-dimensional stress response -with localisationof the non-local damage model is represented on Fig. 14(b) . The fracture energy after localisation onset -which corresponds to a damage value D soft = 0.44 as obtained from (62)-in terms of the crack damage insertion is shown on Fig. 14(c) . Clearly the critical energy release rate evaluated at softening onset is close to G c = 2700 J/m 2 . Moreover, it can be seen in Fig. 14(d) that a comparable damage diffusion between the non-local damage model and the phase field solution is recovered. In this figure, the damage profile obtained at failure is compared with the idealised damage distribution of the phase field method, which reads [12] Apart from the non-zero homogeneous damage value of the non-local model, both distributions exhibit a similar damage spread. For the damage to crack transition parameters, the insertion effective stress is chosen so that the crack initiation appears around a damage value D c = 0.85. The cohesive band thickness h b is still computed as determined in Section 3 and is equal to h b = 5.4l c .
Tensile tests
The tensile boundary conditions applied on the plate of width W = 1 mm are represented on Fig. 15(a) . A prescribed vertical displacement is applied on the top edge while lateral edges remain traction-free. Both bottom and top edges are constrained along the horizontal direction. The specimen is meshed with 2779 quadratic triangular elements as shown on Fig. 15(b) . Small elements, with a characteristic size of 0.01 mm are used along the expected crack path while coarser ones are used away from it. The system is solved using the implicit scheme detailed in Section 4.2.1 completed with a path-following method due to possible snap-back. Figure 17 . Loading force (for a 1 mm-thick plate) vs. displacement evolution for the pure non-local, the hybrid CDM/CBM framework, and the phase field framework for (a) the tensile test and (b) the shear test.
The damage field before first crack insertion is developing at the crack tip, as shown on Fig. 16 (a) and is then growing along the symmetry plane. The distributions obtained at material failure for the pure non-local model and the hybrid CDM/CBM framework are shown respectively on Fig. 16(b) and 16(c) . The close-to-one damage band obtained with the non-local model is replaced by a crack for the hybrid CDM/CBM framework which is surrounded by lower damage values. The force evolution for both models is now compared on Fig. 17(a) with the results reported for the phase field method in [59] . Comparable results are obtained with the three methods: failure appears for the same peak load although it is slightly delayed for the non-local model and the hybrid CDM/CBM framework. For this application the pure non-local simulation exhibits a stronger snap-back than the hybrid CDM/CBM framework because of the spreading of the highly damage zone arising with the former method.
Shear tests
Shear boundary conditions are now applied on the previous specimen as illustrated in Fig. 15(a) : vertical displacement are constrained along all edges while a horizontal one is applied on the top one. The mesh, represented on Fig. 15(b) , consists of 5362 quadratic triangles. Small elements (around 0.01 mm characteristic size) are located along a 45
• -line along which the crack is assumed to propagate. The zone of refinement is wide enough in order to correctly describe the damage diffusion and to avoid any artificial guidance of the crack. The hybrid CDM/CBM system is solved using the coupled explicit-implicit integration scheme detailed in Section 4.2.2. Figure 16 (d) illustrates the damage distribution developing below the crack tip before first crack insertion. The distributions obtained for the same remaining force as the reported phase field results [59] are shown on Fig. 16 (e) and 16(f) for respectively the pure non-local model and the hybrid CDM/CBM framework. The close-to-one damage band obtained with the non-local model is replaced by a crack kinking before following a 45
• -angle for the hybrid CDM/CBM framework.
Note that because the hybrid CDM/CBM simulations have been conducted with a dynamic explicit integration, some single dust elements arise during the crack opening and have been removed for visualisation purpose. The force vs. displacement histories of both models are compared on Fig.  17(b) with the phase field predictions reported in [59] . Note that because the hybrid CDM/CBM simulations have been conducted with a dynamic explicit integration, the resulting numerical oscillations have been filtered for visualisation purpose. The reached peak load is about 10 % lower when using non-local CDM although the the softening strain is the same than with the phase-field model. However the peak stress of the phase field simulations is sensitive to the associated length scale l pf .
Compact tension specimen test
This test was studied experimentally and using the non-local CDM in [60] . The Compact Tension Specimen (CTS) tests were carried out on short glass-fiber-reinforced polypropylene. The geometry is shown in Fig. 18(a) with the dimensions W = 50 mm, a n = 10 mm and the thickness t = 3.8 mm.
The specimen is meshed with 5099 10-node 3D tetrahedral elements and partitioned between 16 processors as shown in Fig. 18(b) . Quadratic shape functions are use to approximate both displacement and the non-local fields. Due to the symmetry of the system, only one half of the thickness is effectively modelled. A finer mesh is used near the expected crack path while a coarser one is used in other mesh regions. To apply the loading, loading pins are modelled with quarters of cylinder of higher stiffness (E = 30 GPa). The displacements of the pin axes are controlled in the vertical direction and constrained in the other ones, while axes rotation is left free. The material properties are reported in Table I . The system is solved using the coupled explicit-implicit integration scheme detailed in Section 4.2.2. The hybrid CDM/CBM framework is applied on the CTS in plane stress and compared with the experimental results [60] , the CDM/CZM, and with the pure non-local model. The sample is also simulated in plane strain state using the three frameworks. The set of damage to crack transition parameters is given in Table II .
The loading force with respect to the displacements between both pins (evaluate for the full thickness), is represented in Fig. 19(a) in the plane stress state for the three different frameworks and for the experiment results [60] ‡ . If numerical and experimental results are globally consistent, the CBM shows a better agreement with the experimental results than the other frameworks. A small discrepancy is observed from the beginning between the numerical results and the experimental ones, which is not due to the numerical framework, but to the finite element model itself since it is present even in the elastic part of the simulation. Indeed, the loading pins introduce a spurious compliance as there are not perfectly rigid; They should be replaced by rigid springs in compression without tension stiffness. Before crack insertion, no difference is observed between the frameworks as expected. After the crack is insert for both the CDM/CBM framework and the CDM/CZM framework, the curve predicted by the non-local model keeps increasing, resulting in an higher peak value. Then, the force quickly drops, due to the high damage spreading within the specimen. For the hybrid frameworks, both models allow a transition without unacceptable loss of energy. However, a much better agreement is obtained with the CDM/CBM than the CDM/CZM. Indeed, taking advantage of the constant value of the band thickness, the CBM does not suffer from the variation of damage value at which crack insertions occur. A similar analysis can be carried out in the plane strain state shown in Fig. 19(b) . The corresponding damage fields in the plate stress configuration are presented in the deformed configuration in Fig. 20 (a) to 20(f) for a pin displacement d = 2 mm. At this point, all models predict similar results. A crack has just started to propagate in the hybrid frameworks while damage is slightly more developed for the non-local model. For d = 4 mm in Fig. 21(a) to 21(f) , the simulation involving only the non-local model suffers from high element distortions and spurious damage spreads from either side of the physical crack surface as no limiting mechanism was introduced. This non-physical spread reaches the free border of the initial notch. This problem is avoided with the hybrid frameworks where damage development is replaced by a crack propagation. In this case, the damage zone thickness remains constant along the crack path.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a cohesive band model was derived and introduced inside a damage to crack transition framework within a Discontinuous Galerkin approach.
A non-local damage model is used in the early stages of failure process. Its purpose is to simulate the diffuse degradation process without suffering a mesh-dependency. However, large distortions appear inside the most damaged elements, which induce spurious damage spreading and numerical problems.
To overcome this issue, a discontinuity is inserted through a cohesive band to simulate the last failure stage. It consists in a cohesive model with a finite thickness along which the stress is assumed to be uniform. The strains in this band are reconstructed by enhancing the neighbouring bulk strain by the cohesive jump. From this strain tensor, the bulk material damage constitutive law is used in its local way to compute the corresponding traction forces. By this way, triaxiality effects are naturally included inside the TSL of the CBM.
The numerical thickness of the CBM is not a new material parameter. One-dimensional setups are semi-analytically solved to compute the thickness which ensures the energetic consistency. It appears that the thickness is independent of the damage model parameters and proportional to the non-local characteristic length as long as the crack is inserted during the softening stage. This framework is then applied to 2D and 3D simulations using a simple crack insertion criterion based on effective stress. The CDM/CBM is implemented in parallel in an efficient way thanks to the DG framework. Indeed, the presence from the beginning of interfaces due to the DG formalism allows easy in-the-fly insertion of interface elements and thus avoids the usual issues of the CZM. The triaxiality sensitivity of the model is explicitly shown on a 2D plate bi-axialy loaded. The method is validated with the experimental results of a CTS test and is compared with a classical cohesive zone model, and with a pure non-local damage model. The results show that a better agreement is obtained during the whole failure process with the hybrid CDM/CBM than with the two others numerical models, i.e. than with the pure the non-local damage model and than with the hybrid CDM/CZM framework. Finally it has been shown that, by a proper identification of the material parameters of the underlying non-local damage model, the hybrid CDM/CBM can reproduce the prediction of phase field simulations.
This work is currently limited to elastic behaviour and small deformation setting. The next development step is to extend this framework to ductile failure for which the CBM might be promising since it allows to include triaxiality effects in the crack propagation process, which is mandatory for accurate ductile simulations. 
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A. LINEARISATION OF THE ELASTIC DAMAGE MODEL
One has from Eq. (35):
Depending if the applied damage model is local or non-local, the derivatives ∂σ ∂ and ∂σ ∂ẽ have different expressions. For the implicit non-local damage model, one has
41 while for the local damage model, applied in the cohesive band
Concerning the local value e, the linearisation of Eq. (37) gives
where k is a eigenvalue of , v k is the associated eigenvector, and where the sum + k carries only on positive eigenvalues.
B. COMPUTATION AND LINEARISATION OF THE COHESIVE BAND MODEL STRESS TENSOR
The band deformation gradient is computed by applying the Eq. (29) on the corresponding side of the interface, using the corresponding deformation gradient F iJ , the jump displacement u i and the gradient of the jump displacement ∇ J u i :
In this expression, we have omitted the exponent ± related to the neighbouring elements. The deformation gradient F iJ and the jump displacement u i are computed with the shape function of the volume elements while the computation of ∇ J u i involves the shape functions of the interface elements only (because a node outside the interface does not have to influence this value in order to satisfy the condition (26) To avoid an indetermination and infinite stiffness in case of unloading just after crack insertion, an offset δ 0 is added to the effective openings δ n , δ t , and δ s at crack insertion. Practically, the effective opening in the different directions read
The value of δ 0 is fixed around 10
, to be small enough to avoid spurious jump offset without hurting numerical convergence or stability. The derivatives of the band deformation gradient F b (85) with respect to the bulk deformation gradient F read
and, with respect to the jump displacement at the interface read
where the function 1 y (x) is equal to 1 if the argument x satisfies the condition y, and to 0 otherwise. The derivative with respect to the gradient of the displacement jump at the interface reads
Then, the stress tensor σ b is computed using Eq. (42) as damage law evolution, leading to
Finally, the material tangent tensor of the cohesive band model can be obtained by linearisation of the band stress tensor: 
C. FORMULATION OF FINITE ELEMENT FORCES
From the weak form (66), the nodal forces are derived by applying the discretisation (67) . This leads to the following elementary nodal forces for the volume elements B e and the interface elements Γ s .
• 
• Interface forces f 
In this section, the superscripts a, b, ... refer to the corresponding node a of the considered element e. For interface elements s, the node is so-called a + or a − , depending to which element between B e+ or B e− the considered degree of freedom belongs to. The computation of the spatial gradient of the jump displacement field involves the shape functions associated with interface elements only in order to respect condition (26) . So-called N a ± s , they are different from their volume counterparts noted N a ± . Besides, the displacement field in the nodal forces are the ones associated to volume elements. Therefore, the symmetrisation term introduces a contribution of all nodes of both elements in the interface term. Integration on the volume is performed using reduced quadrature rules, while interface elements use full integration to avoid spurious penetration mode [26] . Notice the proposed implementation does not duplicate the nodes between shared interfaces, but directly the degrees of freedom by taking advantage of the flexible DoF manager of Gmsh.
D. FORMULATION OF FINITE ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRICES
The elementary stiffness matrices can be obtained by linearising the elementary forces of Eqs. (95) to (101). Those expressions involve material tangent matrices C uu ijkl , C uẽ ij and C eu ki and tangent matrices related to the cohesive band C 
• Internal non-local force stiffness matrices K 
• Interface non-local force stiffness matrices K
